NIST SP 800-171 COMPLIANCE

US GOVERNMENT FEDERAL AND DEFENSE CONTRACTORS MUST PROTECT CONTROLLED UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION (CUI).

Don’t get blocked from, or forced to exit, the valuable federal marketplace. Understand and achieve compliance now.

CyberDefenses helps defense contractors achieve compliance to NIST SP 800-171.

NIST SP 800-171 ESTABLISHES GUIDELINES FOR AN ORGANIZATION TO SECURE CONTROLLED UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION (CUI).

With over 100 specific requirements across security controls, cyber incident reporting, information system assessments, and continuous monitoring, compliance is challenging.

Organizations processing CUI under DFARS are required to be compliant to NIST 800-171 security requirements no later than December 31, 2017. Organizations processing CUI under the FAR must be compliant by November 2018.

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

+ Analyze and document current security posture
+ Compare against SP800-171 requirements
+ Self Attestation of Compliance
+ Typically generates Plan of Actions & Milestones (POAM)

CYBERDEFENSES ASSESSMENTS

+ Full process spans approximately 6w
+ Supported by 2-3 personnel

POST ASSESSMENT

+ POAM implementation
+ RemEDIATE compliance gaps

Contact CyberDefenses to learn more about NIST 800-171, CUI, and how our comprehensive suite of managed security services can help achieve compliance.
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